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Das Buch zeigt die theoretischen Grundlagen einer
strategieabhängigen Performancemessung und beurteilt
die Eignung nationaler Rentenindizes als
Performancemaßstäbe. Daneben werden
Performancezeitreihen von 1815 bis 1992 aufgestellt.
The Definitive Guide to Fixed Income Securities—Revised
and Updated for the New Era of Investing For decades,
The Handbook of Fixed Income Securities has been the
most trusted resource in the world for fixed income
investing. Since the publication of the last edition,
however, the financial markets have experienced major
upheavals, introducing dramatic new opportunities and
risks. This completely revised and expanded eighth
edition contains 31 new chapters that bring you up to
date on the latest products, analytical tools,
methodologies, and strategies for identifying and
capitalizing on the potential of the fixed income securities
market in order to enhance returns. Among the world’s
leading authorities on the subject, Frank J. Fabozzi,
along with Steven V. Mann, has gathered a powerful
global team of leading experts to provide you with the
newest and best techniques for taking advantage of this
market. New topics include: Electronic trading Macroeconomic dynamics and the corporate bond market
Leveraged loans Structured and credit-linked notes
Exchange-traded funds Covered bonds Collateralized
loan obligations Risk analysis from multifactor fixed
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income models High-yield bond portfolio management
Distressed structured credit securities Hedge fund fixed
income strategies Credit derivatives valuation and risk
Tail risk hedging Principles of performance attribution
Invaluable for its theoretical insights, unsurpassed in its
hands-on guidance, and unequaled in the expertise and
authority of its contributors, this all-new edition of The
Handbook of Fixed Income Securities delivers the
information and knowledge you need to stay on top of
the market and ahead of the curve.
Bond Markets, Analysis, and StrategiesPrentice Hall
Advances in Fixed Income Valuation Modeling and Risk
Management provides in-depth examinations by thirtyone expert research and opinion leaders on topics such
as: problems encountered in valuing interest rate
derivatives, tax effects in U.S. government bond
markets, portfolio risk management, valuation of treasury
bond futures contract's embedded options, and risk
analysis of international bonds.
Inhaltsangabe:Einleitung: Die Idee für die vorliegende
Arbeit entstand aufgrund meines beruflichen
Engagements im Bereich Structured Finance und
Verbriefungen. Da Asset-Backed Securities, einer der
wohl komplexesten Themenbereiche der
Finanzgeschichte, noch nicht sehr geläufig im
universitären Rahmen in Österreich sind, will ich mit
dieser Arbeit einen Beitrag leisten um dem
entgegenzuwirken. Die vorliegende Arbeit wurde anhand
von Fachliteratur, analytischen Darstellungen, aktuellem
Zahlenmaterial und einer empirischen Analyse verfasst,
um interessierten Lesern einen möglichst authentischen
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Einblick in die Welt von Asset-Backed Securities zu
gewähren. Definition von Asset-Backed Securities: AssetBacked Securities ist die Bezeichnung für mit
Finanzaktiva (Asset) besicherte (Backed) Wertpapiere
(Securities), also Wertpapiere, die mit unterschiedlichen
Forderungen unterlegt bzw. gedeckt sind. Asset-Backed
Securities entstehen durch das Verbriefen (
Securitization ) von Forderungen. Securitisation is one of
the most important and abiding innovations to emerge in
the financial markets since the 1930s. Von der Ineffizienz
des amerikanischen Hypothekenmarktes und den
Veränderungen auf den Kapitalmärkten ausgehend,
enstanden Verbriefungen von Hypothekardarlehen
zuerst aus der Notwendigkeit heraus. Daraus entwickelte
sich aber bald eine der bedeutendsten Innovationen am
Finanzmarkt, wo bei sich das Prinzip der
Forderungsverbriefung mittlerweile weit über die
ursprüngliche Klasse der Hypothekardarlehen erstreckt.
Der größte Markt für Verbriefungen bzw. Asset-Backed
Securities ist nach wie vor die USA, jedoch verlieren sie
aufgrund der steigenden Wachstumsraten von Asien und
China zunehmend ihre Vorherrschaft. Asset-Backed
Securities stellen ein komplexes und innovatives
Finanzierungsinstrument dar. Dabei werden
Forderungen aus der Bilanz zu einem Portfolio gebündelt
und an eine spezielle, zu diesem Zweck gegründete,
Gesellschaft übertragen. Diese wiederum finanziert sich
durch Ausgabe von Wertpapieren am Kapitalmarkt. Die
Ansprüche der Investoren werden dabei aus den
Cashflows der übertragenen Finanzaktiva bedient. AssetBacked Securities bieten vielfältige
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Verbriefungsmöglichkeiten, die von Hypothekardarlehen,
Leasing und Kreditkartenforderungen bis hin zu
Konzerten von David Bowie reichen. Mittlerweile stellt
das Konzept von ABS ein adaptiertes
Finanzierungsinstrument am Kapitalmarkt dar, jedoch bei
ihrer Struktur, der konkreten Umsetzung [...]
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the
testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events
from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines,
highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only
Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780132743549 .
The U.S. mortgage market, estimated at roughly $3.7
trillion, easily exceeds the values of the U.S. government
bond market. Daily trading alone runs in the billions of
dollars, and the value of mortgage-backed securities now
outstanding is more than $1 trillion. The vastness of this
market has inspired a variety of financial innovations,
both in the design of mortgages and in the securities that
derive from them. These innovations--adjustable rate
mortgages (ARMs) and mortgage-backed securities
(MBSs), which include passthroughs, collateralized
mortgage obligations (CMOs), stripped MBSs, and so
forth--have been a great success, created a large and
growing industry, and demonstrated how financial
engineering can redirect cash flows from a pool of assets
to more closely satisfy the asset/liability needs of
different classes of institutional investors. MBSs have
proven to be a useful model for other forms of asset
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securitizations such as securities based on auto loans
and credit card receivables. Mortgage-backed securities
provide many useful benefits to both issuers and
investors, but they are among the most complex of
securities and appear in many interesting puzzling forms.
Success in issuing, trading, and investing in MBSs
requires a thorough understanding of their pricing and
management of prepayment risks, and Professors
Fabozzi and Modigliani have made an important
contribution to that understanding in this important new
book, . In this state-of-the-art treatment, Frank Fabozzi
and Franco Modigliani offer the first book to
systematically address the complex subject of mortgages
and mortgage-backed securities without being unduly
mathematical. Beginning with the basic mortgage,
theauthors explain the development of the secondary
mortgage market. They show how the market has been
transformed from total dependence on local deposits to a
market with a broad base of investors in the United
States, Europe, and Japan. The business of mortgage
origination, servicing, insurance, mortgage pooling, and
the historical origins of securitization are fully described.
The authors take the reader through the procedure for
pricing traditional bonds to the complex process of
valuing a variety of mortgage-backed securities.
Because the borrower/homeowner has an option to
prepay part or all of the mortgage at any time, yields and
prices on these instruments can vary dramatically. The
conventions used in this market for estimating
prepayments are discussed and critically evaluated, as
are the factors that affect prepayments. Fabozzi and
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Modigliani provide a review of the fundamental principles
used in valuing fixed-income securities, then extend
them to the various frames of analysis used in
determining values for MBSs. This book fills an important
need for mortgage bankers, institutional investors, and
other financial professionals who need to understand the
mortgage market and its complex instruments.

The updated edition of a widely used textbook that
covers fundamental features of bonds, analytical
techniques, and portfolio strategy. This new edition
of a widely used textbook covers types of bonds and
their key features, analytical techniques for valuing
bonds and quantifying their exposure to changes in
interest rates, and portfolio strategies for achieving a
client’s objectives. It includes real-world examples
and practical applications of principles as provided
by third-party commercial vendors. This tenth edition
has been substantially updated, with two new
chapters covering the theory and history of interest
rates and the issues associated with bond trading.
Although all chapters have been updated,
particularly those covering structured products, the
chapters on international bonds and managing a
corporate bond portfolio have been completely
revised. The book covers the basic analytical
framework necessary to understand the pricing of
bonds and their investment characteristics; sectors
of the debt market, including Treasury securities,
corporate bonds, municipal bonds, and structured
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products (residential and commercial mortgagebacked securities and asset-backed securities);
collective investment vehicles; methodologies for
valuing bonds and derivatives; corporate bond credit
risk; portfolio management, including the
fundamental and quantitative approaches; and
instruments that can be used to control portfolio risk.
Mit der Modernisierung des
Schuldverschreibungsgesetzes im Jahr 2009
beabsichtigte der Gesetzgeber, die Einbindung von
Anleiheglaubigern in Unternehmenssanierungen zu
erleichtern und sich dem wahrgenommenen
Rechtswettbewerb im ausserinsolvenzlichen
Restrukturierungs- und Schuldverschreibungsrecht
zu stellen. Unter Anwendung eines okonomischen
und rechtsvergleichenden Referenzrahmens
unterzieht Markus Reps den deutschen
Rechtsrahmen einer "Belastungsprobe". Die Bilanz
fallt ambivalent aus. Das deutsche Recht bleibt stark
verbesserungsbedurftig. Das gilt insbesondere unter
dem Blickwinkel einer sachgerechten
Mindestorganisation der Anleiheglaubiger und ihrer
Finanzierungsbeziehung zum Emittenten (Debt
Governance) sowie hinsichtlich des Bedurfnisses der
Anleihepraxis nach Rechtssicherheit. Konkrete
Reformperspektiven werden aufgezeigt, womit
zugleich ein Beitrag zu der besseren Positionierung
des deutschen Rechts im Rechtswettbewerb
geleistet werden soll.
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Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Includes all
testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and
events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides
gives all of the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for
your textbook with optional online comprehensive
practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific.
Accompanies: 9780872893795. This item is printed
on demand.
"The Big Short" erzählt von der Erfindung einer
monströsen Geldmaschine: Ein paar HedgefondManager sehen das katastrophale Platzen der
amerikanischen Immobilienblase nicht nur voraus,
sondern sie wetten sogar im ganz großen Stil darauf.
Den Kollaps des Systems befördern sie unter
anderem mittels des sogenannten "shortings",
Leerverkäufen von Aktien großer Investmentbanken.
Doch zu jeder Wette gehört auf der anderen Seite
auch einer, der sie hält. Lewis entlarvt anhand seiner
Protagonisten ein System, das sich verselbständigt
und mit moralischen Kategorien wie Habgier oder
Maßlosigkeit längst nicht mehr zu fassen ist. Der
Zusammenbruch der Finanzmärkte, so lernen wir in
diesem Buch, war ein kurzer Moment der Vernunft:
Der Wahnsinn hatte sich in den Jahren davor
abgespielt.
Corporate Bonds: Structures & Analysis covers
every aspect of corporate bonds, including bond
structures, credit analysis, and investment
strategies. This book discusses state-of-the-art
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technology for valuing corporate bonds, as well as
innovative new products such as step-up notes and
range notes. Complete with contributions from
today's top financial experts, Corporate Bonds is the
definitive reference for this vital market.
Presents coverage of various aspects of the
European fixed income markets and their
derivatives. This book covers both developed
markets such as the UK, France, Germany, Italy,
Spain, and Holland, as well as emerging markets in
Eastern Europe.
For students enrolled in Fixed Income Securities
Courses or Bond Markets Courses. An applied
approach to understanding bond markets. Through
its applied approach, Fabozzi's Bond Markets
prepares students to analyze the bond market and
manage bond portfolios without getting bogged down
in the theory. This edition has been streamlined and
updated with new content, and features overall
enhancements based on previous editions' reader
and instructor feedback.
A well-rounded guide for those interested in European
financial markets With the advent of the euro and
formation of the European Union, financial markets on
this continent are slowly beginning to gain momentum.
Individuals searching for information on these markets
have come up empty-until now. The Handbook of
European Fixed Income Markets is the first book written
on this burgeoning market. It contains extensive, inPage 9/20
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depth coverage of every aspect of the current European
fixed income markets and their derivatives. This
comprehensive resource includes both a qualitative
approach to products, conventions, and institutions as
well as quantitative coverage of valuation and analysis of
each instrument. The Handbook of European Fixed
Income Markets introduces readers to developed
markets such as the U.K., France, Germany, Italy, Spain,
and Holland, as well as emerging markets in Eastern
Europe. Government and corporate bond market
instruments and institutions are also discussed.
U.S.-based investors, researchers, and academics as
well as students and financial professionals in other parts
of the world will all turn to this book for complete and
accurate information on European financial instruments
and markets. Frank J. Fabozzi (New Hope, PA) is a
financial consultant, the Editor of the Journal of Portfolio
Management, and Adjunct Professor of Finance at Yale
University's School of Management. Moorad Choudhry
(Surrey, UK) is a Vice President with JPMorgan Chase
structured finances services in London.
In order to effectively employ portfolio strategies that can
control interest rate risk and/or enhance returns, you
must understand the forces that drive bond markets, as
well as the valuation and risk management practices of
these complex securities. In Advanced Bond Portfolio
Management, Frank Fabozzi, Lionel Martellini, and
Philippe Priaulet have brought together more than thirty
experienced bond market professionals to help you do
just that. Divided into six comprehensive parts,
Advanced Bond Portfolio Management will guide you
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through the state-of-the-art techniques used in the
analysis of bonds and bond portfolio management.
Topics covered include: General background information
on fixed-income markets and bond portfolio strategies
The design of a strategy benchmark Various aspects of
fixed-income modeling that will provide key ingredients in
the implementation of an efficient portfolio and risk
management process Interest rate risk and credit risk
management Risk factors involved in the management of
an international bond portfolio Filled with in-depth insight
and expert advice, Advanced Bond Portfolio
Management is a valuable resource for anyone involved
or interested in this important industry.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the
testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events
from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines,
highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only
Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780136078975 .
This first Asia-Pacific edition of Reilly/Brown’s
Investment Analysis and Portfolio Management builds on
the authors’ strong reputations for combining solid
theory with practical application and has been developed
especially for courses across the Australia, New
Zealand, and Asia-Pacific regions. The real-world
illustrations and hands-on activities enhance an already
rigourous, empirical approach to topics such as
investment instruments, capital markets, behavioural
finance, hedge funds, and international investment. The
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text also emphasises how investment practice and
theory are influenced by globalisation.
A comprehensive guide to financial econometrics
Financial econometrics is a quest for models that
describe financial time series such as prices, returns,
interest rates, and exchange rates. In Financial
Econometrics, readers will be introduced to this growing
discipline and the concepts and theories associated with
it, including background material on probability theory
and statistics. The experienced author team uses realworld data where possible and brings in the results of
published research provided by investment banking firms
and journals. Financial Econometrics clearly explains the
techniques presented and provides illustrative examples
for the topics discussed. Svetlozar T. Rachev, PhD
(Karlsruhe, Germany) is currently Chair-Professor at the
University of Karlsruhe. Stefan Mittnik, PhD (Munich,
Germany) is Professor of Financial Econometrics at the
University of Munich. Frank J. Fabozzi, PhD, CFA, CFP
(New Hope, PA) is an adjunct professor of Finance at
Yale University’s School of Management. Sergio M.
Focardi (Paris, France) is a founding partner of the Parisbased consulting firm The Intertek Group. Teo Jasic,
PhD, (Frankfurt, Germany) is a senior manager with a
leading international management consultancy firm in
Frankfurt.
An investor's guide to capitalizing on opportunities in the
fixed income markets of emerging economies The fixed
income market in emerging countries represents a new
and potentially lucrative area of investment for
professionals, but with great risk. Investing in Emerging
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Fixed Income Markets shows investors how to identify
solid investment opportunities, assess the risk potential,
and develop an investment approach to enhance longterm returns. Contributors to this book, among the
leading experts from around the world, share their
insights, advice, and knowledge on a range of topics that
will help investors make the right decisions and choices
when dealing with emerging fixed income markets. This
fully updated and revised edition of the Handbook of
Emerging Fixed Income and Currency Markets is the
best guide for navigating the complicated world of
emerging fixed income markets. Efstathia Pilarinu
(Strasbourg, France) is a consultant specializing in the
derivatives and emerging market fixed income areas.
She has worked for several major Wall Street firms,
including Salomon Brothers, Bankers Trust, Societe
General. She has a doctorate degree and an MBA in
finance from the University of Tennessee and an
undergraduate degree in mathematics from the
University of Patras, Greece. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. is
proud to be the publisher of the esteemed Frank J.
Fabozzi Series. Comprising nearly 100 titles--which
include numerous bestsellers--The Frank J. Fabozzi
Series is a key resource for finance professionals and
academics, strategists and students, and investors. The
series is overseen by its eponymous editor, whose
expert instruction and presentation of new ideas have
been at the forefront of financial publishing for over
twenty years. His successful career has provided him
with the knowledge, insight, and advice that has led to
this comprehensive series. Frank J. Fabozzi, PhD, CFA,
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CPA, is Editor of the Journal of Portfolio Management,
which is read by thousands of institutional investors, as
well as editor or author of over 100 books on finance for
the professional and academic markets. Currently, Dr.
Fabozzi is an adjunct Professor of Finance at Yale
University's School of Management and on the board of
directors of the Guardian Life family of funds and the
Black Rock complex of funds.
Completely revised and updated to include the ongoing
financial crisis and the Obama administration's programs
to combat it, this is the best available introductory
textbook for an undergraduate course on Financial
Markets and Institutions. It provides balanced coverage
of theories, policies, and institutions in a conversational
style that avoids complex models and mathematics,
making it a student-friendly text with many unique
teaching features. Financial crises, global competition,
deregulation, technological innovation, and growing
government oversight have significantly changed
financial markets and institutions. The new edition of this
text is designed to capture the ongoing changes, and to
present an analytical framework that enables students to
understand and anticipate changes in the financial
system and accompanying changes in markets and
institutions. The text includes Learning Objectives and
end-of-chapter Key Words and Questions, and an online
Instructor's Manual is available to adopters.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the bound
book. For students enrolled in Fixed Income Securities
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Courses or Bond Markets Courses. A Practical Approach
to Analyzing Bond Markets Fabozzi's Bond Markets,
Analysis and Strategies offers students practical advice
for analyzing bonds and proven portfolio strategies for
achieving client objectives. Using an applied approach,
Bond Markets helps students quickly grasp and apply
key concepts without getting bogged down in theory. Th.
In recent years there has been an increased awareness
of the international bond markets as potential sources of
return enhancement and/or risk reduction. As a result,
investors throughout the world have increasingly adopted
a global approach and invested in bonds from several
countries. Governments have encouraged this by
liberalizing their bond markets, making them more liquid
and more accessible to international investors. Futures
and options markets have been developed on
government bonds in several major countries, permitting
more effective implementation of investment strategies.
Many global investors restrict their participation in foreign
bond markets to foreign government bonds because of
their low credit risk and their liquidity. Because of their
crucial role, The International Government Bond Markets
by Frank J. Jones and Frank J. Fabozzi focuses on eight
of the world's major government bond markets: the U.S.,
Japan, Germany, the U.K., France, the Netherlands,
Canada and Australia. It is the first book that provides a
single, unified, succinct source of information about
these major government bond markets. The core
information is supplemented by the treatment of several
other topics of importance and interest to global bond
investors. The book is divided into three sections: .
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Section I provides background information about price
yield/conventions, accrued interest calculation,
international clearing organizations and global custody.
Section II describes the eight government bond markets
in terms of: nature of the market (maturity, structure and
types of issues); method of issuance (primary market);
secondary market; price/yield conventions; settlement
procedures; taxation; and futures and options markets.
Section III discusses investment strategies, beginning
with an overview of the foreign exchange market and
instruments for controlling foreign exchange risk, and
concluding with a general framework for designing an
active global bond portfolio strategy.
Der Autor entwickelt eine umfassende
Durationsstrategie, die neben originären
Staatsschuldtiteln auch Finanzinnovationen sowie
bonitätsrisikobehaftete Anleihen berücksichtigt.
An applied approach to understanding bond markets.
Through its applied approach, Fabozzi's Bond Markets
prepares readers to analyze the bond market and
manage bond portfolios without getting bogged down in
the theory. This edition has been streamlined and
updated with new content, and features overall
enhancements based on previous editions' reader and
instructor feedback.
Used extensively by professionals, organizations, and
schools across the country, INVESTMENT ANALYSIS
AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT, Tenth Edition,
combines solid theory with practical application in order
to help students learn how to manage their money so
that they can maximize their earning potential. Filled with
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real-world illustrations and hands-on applications, this
text takes a rigorous, empirical approach to teaching
students about topics such as investment instruments,
capital markets, behavioral finance, hedge funds, and
international investing. It also emphasizes how
investment practice and theory are influenced by
globalization. In addition, this tenth edition includes new
coverage of relevant topics such as the impact of the
2008 financial market crisis, changes in rating agencies
and government agencies such as Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac, global assets risk-adjusted performance
and intercorrelations, and more. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This comprehensive book provides detailed descriptions
and analysis of the bond markets in eight East Asian
developing economies: Hong Kong, Indonesia, South
Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan,
and Thailand. Drawing on the most recent data available,
Emery assesses the strengths and weaknesses of each
countrys bond market, concluding with comparisons of
the eight countries bond markets. The book will be an
invaluable reference for economists, policymakers, and
all those interested in emerging capital markets.
}Drawing on the most recent data available, this
comprehensive book provides detailed descriptions and
analysis of the bond markets in eight East Asian
developing economies: Hong Kong, Indonesia, South
Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan,
and Thailand. Robert Emery devotes a full chapter to
evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of each
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countrys bond market. For each country, Emery
describes the history of the bond market and identifies its
key participants, the different types of bonds, and the
current terms for bond issues. He also discusses the size
of the bond market, the bond issuing process, trading
procedures and the structure of the market, the clearing
and settlement system, and fees and taxes. Finally, he
lists the regulators of the market, current regulations, and
bond rating agencies; assesses the markets past
performance; and offers suggestions for
improvement.Each country chapter is organized into a
standard format, making it easy for the reader to locate
and compare specific information. Emery concludes the
book with cross-country comparisons of the eight
countries bond markets. It will be an invaluable reference
for economists, policymakers, and all those interested in
emerging capital markets. }
A Comprehensive Guide to All Aspects of Fixed Income
Securities Fixed Income Securities, Second Edition sets
the standard for a concise, complete explanation of the
dynamics and opportunities inherent in today's fixed
income marketplace. Frank Fabozzi combines all the
various aspects of the fixed income market, including
valuation, the interest rates of risk measurement,
portfolio factors, and qualities of individual sectors, into
an all-inclusive text with one cohesive voice. This
comprehensive guide provides complete coverage of the
wide range of fixed income securities, including: * U.S.
Treasury securities * Agencies * Municipal securities *
Asset-backed securities * Corporate and international
bonds * Mortgage-backed securities, including CMOs *
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Collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) For the financial
professional who needs to understand the fundamental
and unique characteristics of fixed income securities,
Fixed Income Securities, Second Edition offers the most
up-to-date facts and formulas needed to navigate today's
fast-changing financial markets. Increase your
knowledge of this market and enhance your financial
performance over the long-term with Fixed Income
Securities, Second Edition. www.wileyfinance.com
In order to effectively employ portfolio strategies that
cancontrol interest rate risk and/or enhance returns, you
mustunderstand the forces that drive bond markets, as well
as thevaluation and risk management practices of these
complexsecurities. In Advanced Bond Portfolio
Management,Frank Fabozzi, Lionel Martellini, and Philippe
Priaulet havebrought together more than thirty experienced
bond marketprofessionals to help you do just that. Divided
into six comprehensive parts, Advanced BondPortfolio
Management will guide you through thestate-of-the-art
techniques used in the analysis of bonds and bondportfolio
management. Topics covered include: General background
information on fixed-income markets and bondportfolio
strategies The design of a strategy benchmark Various
aspects of fixed-income modeling that will provide
keyingredients in the implementation of an efficient portfolio
andrisk management process Interest rate risk and credit risk
management Risk factors involved in the management of an
internationalbond portfolio Filled with in-depth insight and
expert advice, AdvancedBond Portfolio Management is a
valuable resource for anyoneinvolved or interested in this
important industry.
A timely guide to today’s high-yield corporate debt markets
Leveraged Finance is a comprehensive guide to the
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instruments and markets that finance much of corporate
America. Presented in five sections, this experienced author
team covers topics ranging from the basics of bonds and
loans to more advanced topics such as valuing CDs, default
correlations among CLOs, and hedging strategies across
corporate capital structures. Additional topics covered include
basic corporate credit, relative value analysis, and various
trading strategies used by investors, such as hedging credit
risk with the equity derivatives of a different company.
Stephen Antczak, Douglas Lucas, and Frank Fabozzi present
readers with real-market examples of how investors can
identify investment opportunities and how to express their
views on the market or specific companies through trading
strategies, and examine various underlying assets including
loans, corporate bonds, and much more. They also offer
readers an overview of synthetic and structured products
such as CDS, LCDS, CDX, LCDX, and CLOs. Leveraged
Finance has the information you need to succeed in this
evolving financial arena.
In Bond Portfolio Management, Frank Fabozzi, the leading
expert in fixed income securities, explains the latest strategies
for maximizing bond portfolio returns. Through in-depth
discussions on different types of bonds, valuation principles,
and a wide range of strategies, Bond Portfolio Management
will prepare you for virtually any bond related event-whether
your working on a pension fund or at an insurance company.
Key topics include investment objectives of institutional
investors, general principles of bond valuation, measuring
interest rate risk, and evaluating performance. Bond Portfolio
Management is an excellent resource for anyone looking to
master one of the world's largest markets, and is a perfect
companion to Fabozzi's successful guide-The Handbook of
Fixed-Income Securities.
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